
EXPERIENCE SUMMARY

SECTORS

 Methodologies

CLIENTS AGENCIES

With a BA 1st class degree in Industrial Design (Product) and a Masters in Design Innovation & Strategy, my passion & interest comes from 
understanding users and their needs (either via previously conducted data, or carrying out my own user centric / ethnographic user 
research). I work through my own limited company across various user centered design projects. My roles within companies have differed 
where I have consulted from a creative & commercial capacity. From senior roles, such as leading projects, dealing directly with senior / 
board level stakeholders, to working as part of a team.

A keen hands on practitioner, my main passion is to understand all users: from end-users, client, business and technology (even psychology) 
to help in the creation of innovative and desirable solutions. I carry out all of my work through using various user-centered methodologies. I 
have excellent references to back up this and my experience to date.

Through an ethnographic study I looked into ‘Teenagers emotional connection to 
their mobile phones” (2001) - and predicted that the phone would become a vital 
aspect of the lives of the young, and that the mobile phone industry would need to 
cater for products and services, such as mobile phone printers, and software 
applications on the mobile device. This was stated years before the introduction of 
mobile phone apps (2008). 

19+ years of UX/IA design, research & strategy experience

Extensive UX experience including ethnographic research

BA in Industrial Design Product (1st Class degree)

Masters in Design Innovation & Strategy

With 19+ years of experience I am an award winning Master's qualified 
Consultant. I have worked on a range of projects all aiming towards creating 
the right user (multi-channel) experience covering web, product as well as 
software applications.   

INTRODUCTION

London

+44 7766014998

www.kaizen-ucd.com

www.l inkedin.com/in/pavchahal

pavchahal@gmail .com
Tit le:   Senior/Lead UX Strategy/Service Design Consultant

Full  name: Parvinder Kaur Chahal  (Pav Chahal )

Product/Service Design

Website/mobile UX & Information architecture

Desktop, Mobile (native, web and hybrid) & Tablet

UX Digital Strategy

Campaign micro-sites

Digital Product Strategy

Social Media Integration

Stakeholder Management

Digital / Application software

Responsive Design

Strong personal interest in psychology & the human mind

Award winning product and web experiences

- Banking
- Charity
- Consumer
- Education
- eCommerce
- Energy
- Fashion
- Government
- Healthcare / Medical
- Insurance
- Maritime & Shipping
- Media
- Motoring
- Postal service
- Procurement
- Retail
- Software
- Telecoms
- Travel

- ASOS
- BBC
- Boots
- Barclays Plc
- British Army
- BT
- BUPA
- CIPS
- EDF Energy
- Expedia
- Fidelity International
- GPhC
- Lipsy
- LG
- London Business School
- Lloyds Banking Group
- Lloyds Register
- Marks & Spencer
- Motorola

- AKQA
- Binary Vision
- Rufus Leonard
- M&C Saatchi
- LBi
- LIDA
- Enable Interactive
- Flow Interactive
- Precedent
- RMA Consulting / NTT Data

- NatWest/RBS
- Nokia Network Siemens
- O2
- Peroni Nastro Azzuro
- RAF
- Reuters
- Rio Tinto
- Royal Mail
- Smart Wisdom
- Sony
- The AA
- UWIC
- Virgin Atlantic
- Virgin Media Online
- Visit London
- Vodafone
- Wisekids

Distinction in Graphic Design (2011/12).

Front-End Web Development (10 weeks - 2015)

in progress: (1) Digital Marketing / (2) Data Analysis (2020)

in progress: NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) (2020)

Over 30+ recommendations/testimonials on LinkedIn

Pav did a fantastic job for us. She really cares about what we are 
trying to achieve and took the time to understand our business. 
She is also a very experienced UX professional and that showed in 
the quality of the work she did. I would be delighted to work with 
her again.
Maria Marquez, Associate Director, Digital Marketing at London Business School
September 10, 2019

Methodologies are amended or adapted as required by project needs.

The best UX expert I have ever 
worked with - as simple as that: 
intuitive, analytical, studious, 
collaborative, resourceful, and 
above all great fun!
Sandra Lokas (Now: Experience Optimisation 
Senior Manager at Canon Europe)
October 28, 2016.

Agile    digital strategy    ethnography     road-mapping    personas     
user flows / journeys    static & interactive wire-frames (prototypes)    
experience design    interface strategy    information architecture      
usability      user testing     focus groups    user research   contexual 
studies     functional specifications     workshops     UX/UI Design   
sketching
  



PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:   2020-2017  /  2016-2013 /  2012-2009 /  2008-2005 /  2004-2001

I work through my own limited company. Currently due to COVID-19 I am taking the opportunity and time to build up on / up-skilling 
knowledge across UX, Design, Technology and Psychology. Digital Marketing, Data Analytics and NLP (Neuro-Linguistic programming are 3 
courses which I am undertaking). 

Worked on the UX re-structure for a world leading Procurement and Supply company (CIPS). Carrying out User Experience related 
activities: website audit, research, workshops to user journey mapping across 5 audience types. Mapping out user needs/motivations, ideal 
experience, content type requirements to digital touch-points.

Client side

Agency

Agency

Agency

Kaizen UCD Ltd (Director / Lead Senior UX / Service Design Consultant (working as a contractor) 
May 2008 – present 

I am working through my own limited company as a Consultant across various user centered projects. 

Worked with the Creator and Founder of SmartWisdom to position the ‘innovative’ note-taking technique to be more user centric. Role 
included analysing user testimonials, mapping findings to creating a consensus for marketing purposes and also recommend user-centered 
solutions to future releases (e.g. online training programme).

November 2018 - December 2018 (Client Side) - Independent UX Researcher / Strategy Consultant assisting this SME to further] understand 
the target market for their product, which can assist them in their marketing stages.

Worked on projects for a range of clients:

- (1) London Business School (LBS):
Worked on the desktop and mobile creation of The Executive Education (EE) website section for London Business School: 
https://www.london.edu/executive-education.

o Created the main 2 personas for B2B and B2C – mapping the user experience from ‘course consideration’ to ‘purchase’ - and the many 
steps and variations that users would require through these steps. 
o Created the user journey experience and wireframes (Sketch) for all EE pages (which was subsequently used in initial user testing).
o Presented & worked with Senior Stakeholders at Agency-side and Client-side. 
o Carried out the user testing with LBS users – which was approved & liked by most users.
o Worked with in-house agency Design team to get updated wireframes through to design (which then went into build). 

RESULTS: (as of Sep 2019 – 40% increase of applications started online for Executive Education Programmes and 19% increase on 
conversion rates). B2B pages saw a 37% rise in time spent on sub-pages).

- (2) Lloyds Register:
Worked on the desktop and mobile creation of https://www.lr.org/ (LR is a leading international provider of classification, compliance and 
consultancy services to the marine and offshore industries, helping our clients design, construct and operate their assets to the highest 
levels of safety and performance).

o Brief to bring this leading provider a better user experience.
o Created the 8/9 user journeys and personas.
o Also created wireframes (in Axure) of the web and mobile experience before creating the final wireframes ready for design and 
development.
o Presenting directly to Senior Stakeholders clients side and agency side.  

 [ CONT ]

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial from Client (LBS)

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial from Agency

Kaizen UCD Ltd, London
Director / Lead Senior UX / Service Design Consultant
April 2008 - Present

Lead User Experience Design Strategy / Service Design (Contract)
Rufus Leonard, London

Jan 2020 - Apr 2020 (4 mths)

Lead User Experience Design Strategy / Service Design (Contract)
SmartWisdom, London

Jan 2019 - Dec 2019 (Adhoc)

Worked on the desktop and mobile creation of London Business School – Master Course pages (and parts of the rest of the website) https://
www.london.edu/
o Taking and analysing the research (conducted by London Business School) to help me inform the new website information architecture.
o Worked with LBS senior stakeholder in scamping solutions and wireframing for approval.
o Worked alongside Design in an agile method to rapidly produce solutions.

Senior User Experience Strategy / Service Design Lead (Contract)
Rufus Leonard, London

Feb 2019 - Nov 2019 (10 mths)

Senior UX Strategy / Service Design Lead (Contract)
Rufus Leonard, London

May 2017 - Nov 2018 (1 year 7 mths)



Worked on an aspect of the continual digital transformation of one of UK’s leading Telecom clients: Virgin Media. 

o Worked on the Digital Transformation for one of UK's leading brands: TheAA.com
o Worked in Agile (2 week sprints) with regards to the new AA Website and user experience (across website, tablet and mobile)
o Leading the definition and strategy work for the new navigation & search functionality (the navigation proved to be one of the biggest 
issues, which was resolved through an innovative approach to creating an expandable navigation experience).  This navigation had several 
components to it, from tree testing (for labelling) that was refined over 3 sessions. 
o I worked on the insurance pages as well as the site search functionality (to work across various sections), and lastly created the new 
interactive site-map structure to help inform future changes.
o Created the wireframes (desktop/mobile) of the main pages.
o Dealing with and presenting directly to main/senior stakeholders within the business (The AA) and within the agency (Rufus Leonard)

Note: The AA website was awarded Bronze Award for Best Rebrand of a digital Product in the 2017 Transform Awards Europe.

(Project 2) - Business/Commerical Banking Digital Product / Software application
o Working on the User Experience of a Commercial Banking Digital Product / Software
o Collaborating with Senior Stakeholders & the Product Team (Tech BA’s on-shore & off shore in Pune, India) to gather requirements 
(workshops, conference meetings), before creating and updating UX solutions
o In London working with & guiding a UX/UI team to help bring the screens to life
o Using Axure, Omnigraffle and the Adobe Suite
o Working using Agile methodology

(Project 2) - Barclays Security Software/Application 
o Working on the user experience of a Barclays security software/application with emphasis on data visualisation.
o Collaborating with product owners/managers, technical experts and developers to ensure there is practicality to what is required in the 
near future, and also presenting concepts on the distant future vision of the software/application
o Took findings from existing user research and created a data visualisation solution that helped analysts to quickly understand security 
issues

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial
RMA Consulting, London
Senior User Experience Consultant (Contract)
Nov 2016 - Apr 2017 (6 mths)

Senior User Experience & Strategy Consultant (Contract)
Rufus Leonard, London

Feb 2016 - Nov 2016 (6 mths)
Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial from Client (The AA)

Lead Senior User Experience Designer (Contract)
Barclays PLC, London

Nov 2014 - Jan 2016 (1 yr 3 mths)
Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial

Projects included 
(1) Financial concepts: Future of Banking 
(2) BAU customer pages (public and secure) and 
(3) Security and Fraud - desktop and mobile interaction.

o Creating UX designs and presenting back to senior business stakeholders
o Collaborating with development team in Delhi, India to implement the solution, as well as BA’s based in London.
o Moving on to creating User Interface specification documents in axure
o Part of a team of Solution architect, Business Analyst and Customer care.
o Working in agile.

Senior User Experience Consultant / Designer (Contract)
Lloyds Banking Group (Lloyds, Halifax & BOS)

Sep 2013 - Oct 2014 (1 yr 3 mths)
Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial

o Worked on the UX combining several sites of EDF Energy into one experience across Desktop, Mobile & Tablet.
o Carried out 5 full day workshops with the various business/departments of EDF Energy - business, consumer, nuclear, education and new 
build.
o Created strategic work to present back to the business with regards to how their new website should function, incoporating needs of all 
departments.
o Moved onto creating wireframe documentation for desktop, mobile and tablet, which was then passed on to a dev team to cost up.
o Dealt directly with senior stakeholders within EDF and AKQA, including the design and dev team.

Senior User Experience Architect - Strategy (Contract)
AKQA, London (Client: EDF Energy)

July 2013 - Sep 2013 (3 mths)
Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:   2020-2017  /  2016-2013  /  2012-2009 /  2008-2005 /  2004-2001

 [ CONT ]

- (3) Royal mail: Worked on a pitch concept
o Mapped out the concept flow for a “future” scenario of Royal Mail and how technology could impact and improve their services – both for 
business and users. Worked with an in-house designer to bring the concept into a visualised journey map (highlighting a potential product 
road-map). 

- (4) Rio Tinto: Worked on a redesign concept of Rio Tinto’s Career section
o Mapped out the user persona’s and journeys – and then created the concept website wireframes, also clarifying how the user personas’ 
needs were being met across each webpage interaction / experience.

Client side

Agency

Client side

Agency

Agency



Working across mobile, desktop and tablet to create the user experience of brand and creative work, to ensure that they meet both user 
expectations as well as business requirements. 

PERONI NASTRO AZZURO: Worked on the desktop and mobile creation of www.thehouseofperoni.com
o Created the User Journeys, personas for Peroni Nastro Azzuro. Also created an interactive prototype (in Axure) of the web and mobile 
experience (which was subsequently used in initial user testing) before creating the final wireframes ready for design and development.
o Desktop / Mobile & Tablet 

O2: Defined the user experience on creative strategy projects across the O2 brand. Worked on projects for O2 Tugo, O2 Welcome as well 
as Priority. As well as fleshing out the user experience strategy on pitch work.
o Desktop Wireframes 

NATWEST/RBS: Worked on Natwest Ad campaign: UOME (Defined the user experience for the YouTube masthead and the Microsite for 
this campaign) based on the creative strategy.
o Desktop wireframes 

BOOTS:
 (1) Worked on the pitch work as well as strategizing the user experience for Boots Summer Tab.
o Mobile Wireframes 
(2) Mobile App for Boots

RAF: Created the foundation wireframes and documentation for Mobile User Experience for RAF Application zone.
o Mobile Wireframes

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial

M&C Saatchi & LIDA, London
Senior Lead User Experience Consultant - Strategy (Contract)
Dec 2012 - June 2013 (7 mths)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:   2020-2017 /  2016-2013  /  2012-2009  /  2008-2005 /  2004-2001

There are 3 types of freelancer: Those who you regret , those who you forget or those who you wish would stay. Pav 
falls into the last camp.

She instantly got up to speed with the project and fitted into the team like she'd always been there. Her work is 
robust, insightful and detailed which reflects her 'perfect at all costs' mentality.

She's an experienced UX consultant who can lead, not just someone who executes other people's thinking. I hope 
she comes back.

Roger Houghton (Now: Experience Strategy Director at VCCP CX)
September 18, 2013.

Worked for AKQA and their client Barclays on the redesign of the 'Features Store'. I created UX concepts and user journeys to help elicit 
concepts and ideas for features store. Presented to the business (internal and external) and key stakeholders.

Senior User Experience Architect - (Contract)
AKQA, London (Client: Barclays)

Oct 2012 (<1 mth)

Worked on creating the graphics and leaflets for this Internet Safety awareness organisation in Wales. Worked on the graphics, and layout in 
Welsh and English.

Senior Graphic Designer - (Contract)
Wisekids, Newport: Wales

Sep 2012 (<1 mth)

Created and developed the wireframes (in Axure) the creation of an online betting game (mobile app). From persona creation, to sitemap 
architecture and the development of each mobile page/functionality for the online betting game. Due to strict client confidentiality on this 
freelance work I am unable to divulge further information.

Senior Mobile UI Experience Designer - (Freelance)
Private Gaming SME, London

Nov 2010 - Jan 2011 (2 mths)

o Worked as Senior UX on the successful redesign of www.virginmedia.com (Broadband / TV / Phone)
o Created Virgin Media's Broadband Doublespeed online user experience strategy (affecting both new and existing customers). Ensuring 
that existing customers experience of their doubling broadband speeds via My Virgin Media online was informative and effective.
o Worked on Virgin Mobile’s new propositions for phone and tariffs.
o Worked with key and senior stakeholders to gather and process user requirements (business analysts, developers and other business 
stakeholders to understand both business & user requirements before any UX work commences) into user flows, journeys, goals and tasks 
and then creating and modeling the desired UX experience.
o Creating information architecture documentation, sitemaps, prototypes and scamps (paper sketches). Wireframes are with functional and 
implementation notes for the development team to then go on and build.
o Collaborating with the creative team of designers & developers and leading other User Experience consultants to ensure the right user 
experience is realised, meeting both business and user requirements.

Senior Lead User Experience Consultant/Designer 
Virgin Media Online, London

 Oct 2011 - Sep 2012 (1 yr)

Agency

Agency

Client side

Client side

Client side



Due to technological changes as required by BT’s serviceability check for Broadband, I worked on the changes to the internal agent CRM 
portals as well as the external ecommerce site, to update its user experience for agents and customers alike. A long-project that required 
input from business, development and stakeholders, where I carried out one-to-one discussions with business as well as workshop inputs 
before creating static and interactive wireframes for all portals. 

o User research, jJourney mapping, I.A, system-flow, wireframes, functional specification.

The customer facing website has since seen a big improvement in its sales conversion. 

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial
Virgin Media Online, London
User Experience Consultant - (Contract)
May 2010 - March 2011 (10  mths)

Worked for one of the world’s largest advertising agencies’ digital agency, as a brand user experience consultant for a new Virgin Atlantic 
Microsite, defining and creating the right user experience. Work involved, prototyping (Axure), usability testing and presentation to the 
senior Virgin Atlantic team. 

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial

Saint Digital (Digital arm of RKCR Y&R), London
Brand User Experience Consultant - (Contract)
Dec 2009 - Jan 2010 (<1 mth )

Worked on the user interface and information architecture of a pharmaceutical body: GPhC (General Pharmaceutical Council, which is 
coming into force in April 2010) from the existing RPSGB (Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain). Managing and creating the 
interactive wireframes, information architecture, and building related tasks with the main client and its representative bodies from RPSGB & 
GPhC whom are all informing the creation of the new site. 

Binary Vision, London
 User Experience Consultant - (Contract)
Sep 2009 - Nov 2009   (3 mths )

(Client: Lipsy)
Worked on the user interface and information architecture of Lipsy.co.uk.  Defined the usability and site structure from product pages to e-
Commerce areas. Communicated the UX concepts with the technical team, the main client and the design agency themselves.  Interacting 
with various people from technical team, to project manager to director, client and agency side. Using Axure heavily to build prototype of 
the concept for client and the technical team to go and build. Agency was in Bristol and client in London.

Enable Interactive, Bristol
 User Experience Consultant - (Contract)
June 2009 - Aug 2009  (3 mths )

Was asked back to the biggest online retail store in the UK, ASOS. Worked involved further user scenario development and applying it to 
the information architecture structure. Other work input involved; defining the main functional specifications across the concept, I.A, U.I, 
prototyping concept on AXURE, RFP (creating work to be put forward for a request for proposal).  Reported back to the Head/Director in 
this assignment. 

ASOS, London
 User Experience Consultant - (Contract)
June 2009  (<1 mth )

(1). LG Microsite – Created the user experience and information architecture of LG’s microsite. Working with the creative team to create 
an engaging site based on brand and user requirements. Built the site in Axure for the 1st phase and for client approval. 
(2). Visit London – Worked on a Visit London Information architect on a creative site. Built the site in Axure for the 1st phase and for client 
approval.
(3). Worked on a confidential pitch as a Senior UX consultant, creating wireframes, sitemap and UXC principles, which needed to be 
adhered to, and ensuring usability and user experience is optimised, as well as write-up on the pitch.

Saint Digital (Digital arm of RKCR Y&R), London
Brand User Experience Consultant - (Contract)
March 2010 - April 2010  (<2 mth)

Rapid prototyping “Army Jobs” search functionality in Axure ready for usability testing, which was a complex piece 
of interaction, taking into consideration couple of user journeys to be tested in a low-fidelity usability testing.

AKQA, London
User Experience Consultant/Information Architect - (Contract)
April 2010  (<1 mth)

Evaluated an interactive tool for low-fidelity product development for the PDR centre in Cardiff, as well as teaching usability 
techniques to UWIC (University of Wales, institute of Cardiff) MSc & MBA students. 

Product Development Research Centre - UWIC, Cardiff
User Experience Consultant & Invited Lecturer 
Jan 2010  (<1 mth)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:   2020-2017 /  2016-2013 /  2012-2009  /  2008-2005 /  2004-2001

Pav was great to work with. 
Personable and innovative in her 
work. Really pleased with the 
results we got.
Hugh Parr-Burman (Now: Senior Producer/
Scum Master at Bristol digital agency Gibe)
November 17, 2009.

Client side

Client side

Client side

Agency

Agency

Agency

Agency

Agency



Clients at LBi included; Marks & Spencer Retail, British Gas and Tourism Ireland. Work conducted was under Information 
architecture, web prototyping/wireframing, strategy and web brand positioning. Used Axure extensively in this contract. 

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial

LBi, London
Experience Architect - (Contract)
Mar 2009 - May 2009 (<3 mths)

I was offered a few contracts over a space of a month. One contract was a usability test of a new website concept. Another project 
was for the financial company Reuters, user testing their internal software with financial professionals. The output for this project 
was an in-depth findings report. 

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial
Flow Interactive Ltd, London
User Experience Consultant - (Contract)
July 2008 - Sep 2008 (2 mths)

I took on a contract at Flow where I was working on a collaboration website bringing together a leading UK retailer and a leading 
UK financial provider to provide a new business solution. The project involved user testing the website with intended users (I 
created the test script, conducted the usability sessions, and provided feedback to the client in a all day design workshop). The 
project was phased in 2 rounds; to involve the use of iterative design, and apply findings to create an attractive user centered 
business solution, which met both business and user, needs. 

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial
Flow Interactive Ltd, London
User Experience Consultant - (Contract)
May 2008 (1 mth)

Worked on Information Architecture for 2 websites (one a UK based Intranet, the other a worldwide organisation). On both projects 
I created the I.A and wireframes, incorporating the understanding gained from past research to create a user centered I.A structure. 
Other work involved understanding the website's functionalities, how to best incorporate them into the wireframes as well as being 
client facing with regards to keeping clients up to date with the project focus, any cost implications based on what is technically 
feasible on the websites. End deliverable were a set of wireframes intended to be passed on the design and technical team for 
development to create a fully working website. 

Precedent Communications Ltd
Information Architect - (Contract)
June 2008 - July 2008 (<2 mths)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:   2020-2017 /  2016-2013 /  2012-2009  /  2008-2005  /  2004-2001

(Created the concept: ASOS Marketplace). 

Worked as the first and sole user experience designer at ASOS. My work involved workin the the ASOS Director in taking his idea (to 
create eBay for ASOS) to an actual concept, ready for funding conversations within ASOS Business.  My work crossed into research, 
I.A and wireframing concepts. I balanced user needs with business goals and technological capabilities for the creation of this new 
aspect of this retail giant.  The end result is a high level documentation highlighting functionalities, website structure and concept for 
ASOS Marketplace, which was then used as a basis for funding request. I also worked in an agile environment during this contract. 

As of mid 2011 this concept is now realised as ASOS Marketplace on asos.com. 

ASOS, London
 User Interface Experience Designer / Information Architect  - (Contract)
Nov 2008 - Feb 2009  (3 mths)

I hired Pav to complete Information Architecture piece of work on the ASOS marketplace 
project. Pav was a pleasure to work with and extremely professional in her dealings with 
everyone which included an extermely difficult stakeholder. Her attention to detail and 
ability to see what was required from what was not neccessary built her a great reputation 
at ASOS. I recommend Pav to anyone requiring an information architect in a fast moving 
agile scrum environment.

Shane Fernando (Now: Agile Project Manager and Scrum master)
March 9, 2009.

Pav is a friendly and warm person to engage with on any project. Her honest and 
demonstration to execute high level developement makes her an asset to any 
organization. She has many talents both in UCD and marketing which makes Pav a true 
team player who can fit into any demanding agency. I worked with Pav on many high level 
projects for the BBC, Sony just to name a few. She demonstrated her leader skills through 
out these project which gave me confidence to take on all her directions. I would 
recommend Pav highly to any person wishing to get the best results in the future.

Haroon Khwaja (Now: Head of Business Development)
August 5, 2008

Agency

Agency

Agency

Agency

Client side



At Flow a consultant conducts each project from the start to the end deliverable. Since starting at Flow I have in a range of projects 
for clients ranging from many website, contextual research, information architecture, user testing, interface/ design guidelines, 
creating personas to product strategy. 

Some project examples conducted at Flow: 

BBC: Development of BBC;s training & 
development website. Initially conducted 
website usability testing and as part of that it 
included contextual research with users. 
Benchmarking and persona development 
for BBC to use in their future direction for 
the website. Further work included 
wireframing the sites new structure of the 
main pages, for the internal team of the BBC 
T&D website to be able to go forward with. 

Nokia Network Siemens: Carried out a 
worldwide telephone usability research with 
the employees of NSN with regards to their 
usage of one of their current internal 
intranet sites. The study included a mini-
contextual research, usability testing a new 
concept and finally presenting findings and 
recommendations to the client. 

Vodafone:  I conducted a contextual study 
for Vodafone into the needs and 
requirements of Vodafone stakeholders 
(their in-house account managers across 6 
different sectors) to understand how 
Vodafone’s current internal intranets meet 
the business requirements of its 
stakeholders. The project involved 
contextual research; field study with users in 
their work environment and ultimately 
providing insight for Vodafone with user 
interface recommendations. 

Vodafone:  I worked on the Information 
Architecture of Vodafone’s “help” section of 
their website, and did a content audit of the 
section, to create a more user centered 
“help” section. Other techniques were 
adopted in the project, including, 
information architecture mapping, card 
sorting focus group with users, and a 
strategy analysis. The result was new names 
for the headings and re-ordering of content 
and structure, all keeping in line with user’s 
current searching behaviour and 
requirements.

Expedia: I conducted the usability testing 
and evaluation of Expedia’s new 
comparison feature tool (which is to appear 
on their website, to aid users to pick and 
compare their choices) and their new results 
page designs.   

TDA: I worked on TDA (teaching development agency) having 
already conducted a Content Audit of TDA’s (Teaching and 
Development Agency) current website, and worked with colleagues 
in benchmarking and website usability test and user studies 
(including in-depth contextual research with teachers across the UK) 
to define the way forward for TDA.   

BUPA: Carried out qualitative research with users on new features for 
their BUPA health care website.  The website usability findings were 
provider to BUPA with advice and direction for their future website. 

Motorola: Usability test of their new predictive text input software for 
their new generation mobiles  

UWIC: Conducted customer research for a team at UWIC whom have 
developed new rapid prototyping tools, to help them in their 
research & design strategy and business proposal. 

WISE KIDS: Conducted ethnographic study into the current habits 
and behaviour of teenagers with regards to learning, in an attempt to 
help WISE KIDS create an online mentor program aimed at 
teenagers to teach them about Internet safety and awareness.

SPIN OUT WALES: Usability and design on a product device aimed 
to record photos and information of patient leg ulcers to be used by 
nurses in the hospital and on home patient visits. The project 
included ethnographic study of nurses and how they currently record 
patient records. A design iteration process was used to create and 
prototype (low-finitely) of design ideas of the product and interface. 
Finally conducted usability evaluation of the ergonomics and the UI 
with nurses. 

BT: Out of box experience: I worked on BT’s 
packaging and interface of their BT home 
hub setup and mobile handset device. The 
work involved meeting clients, creating user 
criteria for usability testing, planning and 
conducting usability tests, in a living room 
style enviroment. The work also involved 
understanding the whole user experience 
from receiving the equipment in its 
packaging to setting it up, interacting and 
using it. The end deliverable provided 
strategies to create a positive user 
experience (across both communication 
design and interface/interaction design). 

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial
Flow Interactive Ltd, London
User Experience Consultant - (Full time)
Aug 2006 - Apr 2008 ( 1 year and 9mths)

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial
LightMinds Ltd, Cardiff (Wales).
Design Strategist / Director - (Full time)
June 2003 - June 2006 ( 3 years)

My role included: Information architecture mapping from the separate sites of Ntl and Telewest, to combine into one B2B website. 
Conducted usability studies, architecture mapping, and wireframes which was to inform the new combined website. I had to 
ensure that the design was adhered to the brand guidelines. 

I co-founded Light Minds in 2003; a design and usability consultancy based in Cardiff. Light Minds merged with a business growth 
specialist consultancy Innovation Forum in June 2006 – after attracting interest. 

Managing product design & related designs, user understanding and testing, Interface/Interaction design & development, product 
design direction, creating user personas, storyboarding for ethnographic research and evaluations, website design, graphic 
design.  I conducted many ethnographically led user centered design projects for various clients, including: 

Read LinkedIn recommendation/testimonial
NTL Telewest, London
Information Architect - (Contract)
June 2006 - Aug 2006 ( 2 mths)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:   2020-2017 /  2016-2013 /  2012-2009 /  2008-2005  /  2004-2001

Client side



The design & development of a new cosmetic brush for woman. I was an active part of 
the corporate identity, sales and marketing plans for the company and its products.

Essensuel Ltd, UK
Product Designer - (Freelance)
Dec 2002 - Aug 2003 ( Ad Hoc)

Anokhivibe was the No.1 Asian magazine in North America, with distribution in America, 
Canada and the United Kingdom. Profile feature on my personal background and 
achievements in design.

AnokhiVibe magazine
Summer / Winter 2005

Feature profile on my designed 3-in-1 cosmetic brush and me.
Live Listings Magazine
June/July 2005

I was awarded a silver medal for my ‘3-in-1 cosmetic brush’ at the prestigious international 
event, showcasing worldwide products and inventions.

Geneva, Switzerland
Silver Award winner - International exhibition of Inventions
April 2005

I was ‘highly commended’ after being shortlisted in the awards for my ‘3-in-1 cosmetic brush.
Highly commended – British Female Innovators & Inventors Awards
February 2005

I was given the opportunity to design “The Simpsons kitchenware products” by Lion brush ltd. 
Responsibility was to design and develop the ideas, to be passed on to twentieth century fox.

Lion Brush Ltd (Client: Twentieth Century Fox)
Product Designer - (Freelance)
Aug 2000 - Sep 2000 ( Ad Hoc)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:   2020-2017 /  2016-2013 /  2012-2009 /  2008-2005 /  2004-2001

EDUCATION (Degrees)  

I am pretty quick in being able to pick 
up new tools and I also have 
experience of software application 
methodologies: BDD (Behaviour Driven 
Development) and TDD (Test Driven 
Development). 

Basic/Intermediate: HTML5, CSS, 
Javascript.  

EDUCATION (Other)  

Front End Web Development (June 2015 – Aug 2015) - PT 
General Assembly, London, UK. 

Spent 10 weeks (Saturday’s) on a Front End Web 
Development course to further enhance my UX/Design skills.

Graphic Design Certification (Sep 2010 – July 2011) - PT 
Distinction
Shillington College, London, UK. 

An industry standard Graphic Design course taught by the 
Australian College, Shillington College in London. Again to 
enhance my UX skills.

BA Honours Industrial Design Product (Sep 1998 – July 2001)
1st Class Degree 
Sheffield Hallam University, Sheffield, UK. 

• Created a Men’s street Urinal (for Westminster City Council)

• A 3-in-1 Cosmetic Brush (via an ethnographic driven study 
that later went on to win aninternational award in 2005).

• A key storage system (based on the psychological analysis of 
how people store keys).

MA Design Innovation & Strategy (Sep 2001 – Jan 2003) 
Sheffield Hallam University, Sheffield, UK. 

Areas covered: ethnographic studies, user research and 
design strategy, low fidelity prototyping and user testing for 
evaluations. Included a Msc unit in marketing and design for 
multimedia & web. 

I was awarded with a bursary to complete a master’s degree in design based on my research 
proposal.

Bursary – AHRB (Arts & Humanities Research Board)
August 2001

Completed the 1st and 2nd level of the Reiki practitioner course.
Reiki– Level 1 and Level 2
(OTHER) August 2010

Adobe
Suite

Sketch Axure

Invision

Microsoft
Office

Figma Marvel

Keynote

Slack

Affinity 
Designer

OmniGraffle

TOOLS AWARDS & RECOGNITION

Jira

LANGUAGES

Professional Level
Hindi

Mother Tongue

Verbal only Verbal only

Punjabi

REFERENCES & PORTFOLIO

Available on request or see linked in profile: 
www.linkedin.com/in/pavchahal

Pav is a skilled and dedicated UX 
designer who brings a wealth of 
experience to the table. In addition 
to her ability to deliver great work, 
she is incredibly personable, and 
easy to get along with. Pav brings 
positive energy to any team and is 
a pleasure to work with.
Matt McCallum (Now: Product Manager at Shell 
Digital Ventures) November 17, 2011.


